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Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission (" Staff') , by and through its 

undersigned counsel, respectfully submits its Initial Verified Comments in Response to 

the Initial Direct Testimony 1 of Commonwealth Edison Company ("ComEd") in the 

instant proceeding. 

I. BACKGROUND 

In ComEd's most recent rate case (Docket No. 10-0467), ComEd stated that it 

does not plan to continue having separate supply charges for space heating customers 

in the future2 However, ComEd did not specify when, and by what means, it plans to 

eliminate the separate supply charges for space heating customers. In response, Staff 

recommended that the Illinois Commerce Commission ("Commission") initiate, as part 

of the Order in Docket No. 10-0467, a new Section 9-250 investigation of ComEd's 

1 On December 19, 2011 ComEd filed the Initial Direct Testimony of Lawrence S. Alongi. 

2 Docket No.1 0-0467, ComEd's response to Staff data request PL 6.09. 
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electric supply rate design in order to decide whether there should be a separate supply 

charge for space heating customers going forward. 

Staff further commented that the Commission had seemingly struggled to find a 

proper place to address issues related to the design of the electric supply charges. For 

example, in its Order in Docket Nos. 07-0528/07-0531 (Cons.), the approval of ComEd's 

initial procurement plan following the passage of the Illinois Power Agency Act, the 

Commission observed that "the question of how ComEd's supply rates should be 

designed over the medium or long term simply cannot reasonably be determined in this 

proceeding.,,3 The Commission further expected that such issues "will be addressed in 

ComEd's recently opened delivery rate case."4 However, the rate case in question 

(Docket No. 07-0566) did not address supply rate design issues. In fact, the Order in 

that rate case stated that "supply charges are not the subject of this proceeding."s The 

last time the Commission addressed the design of ComEd's supply charges was a 

special investigation of electric rate design pursuant to Section 9-250 of the Public 

Utilities Act ("PUA") (Docket No. 07-0166), initiated almost five years ago. 

In Docket No. 10-0467, Staff recommended that the separate Section 9-250 

investigation focus on answering the question of whether a separate supply charge for 

ComEd's space heating customers continues to be warranted. Staff also recommended 

that, if the Commission determined that there are currently existing subsidies for these 

customers, the investigation provide the Commission with options to gradually phase 

3 Order, December 19, 2007, Docket Nos.07-0528/07-0531 (Cons.), p. 90. 

4Id.,p.91. 

5 Order, September 10, 2008, Docket No. 07-0566, p. 217. 
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out those subsidies. Staff recommended that the Commission be aware of, and take 

into account, the bill impact for any affected customers before ordering any changes, 

gradual or not, to the design of the residential supply rates. 

The Commission adopted Staffs recommendation "to initiate a Section 9-250 

proceeding to address issues related to supply rate design regarding residential 

customers.',6 On June 22, 2011 the Commission initiated the instant Docket. 

II. COMMENTS 

The Direct Testimony of ComEd witness Alongi shows that subsidies are 

currently being provided to residential customers with electric heat and to dusk to dawn 

lighting customers. The amount of the subsidies are $57.4 million and $7.2 million, 

respectivelyl Mr. Alongi states that the majority of these subsidies are being paid by 

residential customers without electric heat and non-residential customers that are still 

taking ComEd's fixed-price bundled service (Rate BES)8 

Mr. Alongi provides an account of the history associated with the supply-related 

subsidies and concludes that today's procurement of electricity supply through Illinois 

Power Agency ("IPA") administered contractual arrangements, with no mark-up or profit 

to ComEd, no longer provides a rationale for applying dramatically lower charges for 

electricity supply provided during non-summer and/or off peak periods. 9 

6 Order, May 24,2011, Docket No. 10-0467, p. 249. 

7 ComEd Ex. 1.0, p. 5. 

81d. 

9 Id., p. 4. 
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Mr. Alongi also describes the workshop discussions between the parties to this 

Docket and notes "that the parties generally agree that supply charges for customers 

served under Rate BES should be cost-based and to the extent that subsidies exist, 

they should be eliminated with consideration given to gradualism, rate shock, and equity 

in the competitive marketplace."'o 

Mr. Alongi then explains that there are generally two approaches to bringing 

rates to cost-based levels in a gradual fashion. One approach would be to pick a fixed 

number of years during which the movement towards cost-based rate levels occurs. Mr. 

Alongi explains that such an approach was taken when the subsidy provided to 

customers with electric water heating was eliminated as well as when the end-use tariff 

for governmental and school buildings was phased out. Another approach would 

employ a cap to the level of movement than can occur in any given year toward cost-

based rates. During the workshop process, the parties asked ComEd to provide 

illustrative analyses of various methods to gradually bring rates to cost-based levels. 

ComEd Exhibits 1.2a-c and 1.3a-c show the bill impacts of each the discussed 

scenarios. 

Staff prefers the "cap approach" over the "fixed years" approach. By employing a 

cap to the level of movement toward cost-based rates in any given year, the 

Commission can ensure that in years of increases in the overall cost to procure 

electricity supply, the total annual bill impact will be no more than the chosen cap. 

Contrary to this built-in "protection" under the cap approach, phasing out the subsidies 

over a period of a fixed number of years has the potential to cause significant total bill 

10 Id., p. 10-11. 
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impacts in years where the overall cost to procure increases substantially. Page 6 of 

ComEd Ex. 1.3b shows that even annual increases in the overall costs to procure 

electricity of 5% cause some customers to see total annual bill increases of close to 

13% if the period of phasing out the subsidies is fixed at five years. Under the cap 

approach, this would not be possible. ComEd Ex. 1.2b shows that those same 

customers will see increases of no more than the chosen cap of 10% of the total annual 

bill if the cap approach is taken. In addition, the subsidy phase-out would still be 

completed in five years. 

While Staff has no reason to believe that overall procurement costs will increase 

in the coming years, it seems wise to not pick a fixed number of years during which the 

subsidy phase-out should be completed. With a cap approach, the Commission ensures 

that the bill impact will be no greater than the chosen cap in any given year and it allows 

the subsidy phase-out period to become longer if the overall costs to procure increase 

in the future. The only scenario where the total annual bill impact will be more than the 

chosen cap will be if the overall costs to procure increase dramatically in any given 

year. However, in such an event, the supply rates will increase significantly for all Rate 

BES customers and, more importantly, ComEd will have to recover its increased costs 

to procure in such a year as in any other year. To address such a potential dramatic 

increase in supply prices, Staff prefers ComEd's proposed second alternative to 

alleviate the bill impact under a cap approach. " In such a year where there is a 

dramatic increase in the overall costs to procure, Staff prefers skipping the movement 

toward cost-based rates for that particular year and to let all residential rates experience 

11 Id., p. 17. 
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the same across-the-board increase in supply rates. I n contrast, a "fixed years" 

approach would subject the currently subsidized customers to both the dramatically 

higher overall supply costs as well as a pre-determined movement toward cost-based 

rates. 

For the reasons outlined above, Staff prefers a cap approach and more 

specifically, a total annual bill cap of 10% for a 75th percentile customer in each of the 

residential delivery classes. While Mr. Alongi explains these terms in his testimony 12, I 

note that the total annual bill consists of (1) electricity supply-related charges, (2) 

transmission service charges; (3) ICC-jurisdictional delivery service charges, and (4) 

various non-by-passable charges and adjustments, excluding state and municipal taxes. 

Also, a 75th percentile customer refers to a customer in the 75th percentile level of 

annual electricity usage in a residential delivery class, meaning only 25% of customers 

in that residential delivery class consume more electricity annually than the 75th 

percentile customer. Choosing such a cap limits the bill impact from moving towards 

cost-based rates for a customer in the 75th percentile of each of the four residential 

delivery classes to no more than 10% on a total annual bill basis in any given year. 

Customers using less electricity than the 75% percentile customer will see bill impacts 

of less than 10% in any given year. 

While ComEd has identified the subsidies currently embedded in the Dusk to 

Dawn lighting rates, and provided the bill impacts when eliminating those subsidies, 

Staff finds that the instant Docket is limited to "issues related to supply rate design 

12 Id., p. 13. 
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regarding residential customers.,,'3 Although Staff understands that "some of the 

subsidy that is being provided for the benef!t of residential customers with electric space 

heat is being shouldered by certain non-residential customers,,'4, Staff feels that the 

Initiating Order limits this proceeding to eliminating subsidies for residential customers. 

ComEd explains that limiting the movement to cost-based supply rates to 

residential customers only will "add complexity to the computations required to 

determine supply charges applicable for customers served under Rate BES.,,'5 

However, it is possible to implement in a way that will not result in ComEd over 

recovering its supply costs for the electricity supply it procures for customers served 

under Rate BES. In order to achieve revenue neutrality, the Commission could order "to 

provide for a pro-rata reduction in the supply charges applicable to the non-residential 

customers helping to pay for the subsidy provided to residential customers [ ... ] while 

maintaining the subsidy provided to lighting customers and non-residential customers 

with electric space heat.,,'6 Staff believes this to be proper approach for this proceeding 

because the instant Docket is limited to issues related to the residential supply rate 

design. Staff will discuss with the other parties to this proceeding, and other interested 

stakeholders, how best to provide the Commission with a path for eliminating the 

subsidies currently embedded in the rates for lighting customers and non-residential 

customers with electric space heat. 

13 Initiating Order in Docket No. 11-0498, p. 3. 

14 Id., p. 19. 

15 Id., p. 20. 

1Bld., p. 19. 
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Staff recommends that the Commission order ComEd to file changes to the 

Retail Purchased Electricity Charges section of Rider PE that incorporate the movement 

to cost-based supply rates as expressed herein. 
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